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THE FORTIFIED LINES NOWADAYS

Santiago Juan Urrutia Campomanes

Lieber zuviel als zu wenig Spatengebrauch! Diese Arbeit spart Blut
“Better too much spade work than too little! This work saves blood”

– Erwin  Rommel

Since the beginning of time, human beings have been devising ways to defend their family, their
community, their assets, and their lands from other enemies. This is how the first fortifications arose
all over the world. The fortifications, the walled Greek and Roman cities, the medieval castles, the
star-shaped forts... However, these fortifications are not the ones that occupy this article. These were
used to defend specific geographical sites, often in high and strategic sites. Fortified lines are a
different type of defenses: they are not punctual, they are linear. Thus, in antiquity we can highlight
Hadrian's wall in Roman Britain or the Chinese wall.

The aim of the lines was somewhat different than that of the point fortifications as well. The lines
were intended to clearly mark a border between two very different worlds (Romans-Picts,
Mongols-Chinese...), furthermore, only very strong states such as Rome or China could afford to
create these border-walls. However, these old lines did not have the success that was expected of
them. Why was that? Simply because even though they were very powerful states, they did not have
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enough resources to garrison and supply the lines in all their length all the time. It is for this reason
that punctual fortifications were much more used and were much more successful.

It wasn't until World War I that the lines really started to be defensively successful. At the beginning
of the 20th century, the way of making war changed. No longer would a well-defended key position
or a skilful tactician in a battle in the open field decide the war, as in Napoleonic times. States already
had enough population to cover an entire front line with troops, and the advent of the machine gun
gave them a key defensive element.

Figure 1. Bunker section with gun emplacement, Maginot line. Source: El correo de España

Thus, we arrive at the system of trench lines and barbed wire from the Great War, which was later
developed in the Second World War, with the appearance of anti-tank elements (mines, dragon
teeth, ditches...), reinforced concrete and steel bunkers; and in its most developed facet, complex
underground facilities such as the Maginot line or very long coastlines with large pieces of naval
artillery such as the Atlantic wall.

After this brief introduction, we will address the main purpose of this article: What are these
defences look like nowadays?, How are they dimensioned and planned?, What advantages and
disadvantages do they have?

First of all, it has to be taken into account what kind of weapons are available for the assault, in order
to be able to plan the defences and counter them. Any well-planned attack on a fortified front line
must begin with an artillery (and/or air) preparation that softens the enemy's defences, that is,
inflicts casualties and destroys defensive positions (bunkers, artillery pieces, fire stations). radio or
command, missile batteries…). Next, the assault itself is carried out by armoured units accompanied
by infantry, who will attempt to assault the trench system and split the line in two.

Below there is an example of a current fortified line. It is the longest defensive line, to date, found in
the Moroccan-occupied Western Sahara. This extends over 2,400 km of desert and is garrisoned by
100,000 men. It has radar stations every 30 km to detect vehicles or infantry approaching up to 60
km away and radio communication stations between the front line and rear artillery positions. The
line has a depth of between 10 and 40 km of staggered positions with artillery batteries and
command posts. In front of the trench system, a mixed anti-vehicle and anti-personnel minefield has
been placed.
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Figure 2. Aerial photograph of the Sahara front. Source: Google Maps

Once this example has been shown, the systems that make up a fortified line are presented.

Firstly, it can be laid, as the Moroccans have done, a mixed minefield in front of the trenches. This
one will have to be very well studied, since its function is above all a deterrent (it is difficult for the
enemy not to know that it is there). What can be done is to simulate that there are more mines than
are actually placed. In either case, the minefield will force the enemy to spend resources to get
through it. To do this, minefield clearance machinery must be used, which will only open certain
paths, not the entire front, and they will be very vulnerable to anti-vehicle weapons or air attacks.

Secondly, anti-tank obstacles such as the famous dragon's teeth, Czech hedgehogs, or anti-tank
ditches can be laid. In figure 3 it can be seen, on the one hand, Czech hedgehogs in Odessa (Left.) and
some dragon's teeth on a Ukrainian road (Right.). (The latter are actually seawall tetrapods, but serve
for a similar function)

Figure 3. Anti-tank obstacles. Source: Yahoo
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Thirdly, the network of trenches is created, with several lines built in zigzag (Figure 5) to prevent a
shrapnel impact or an explosion from affecting large sections. The first line is made up of enemy
observation and detection posts, equipped with radar systems, reconnaissance drones... And the
following ones will have machine gun nests, mortar posts, grenade launchers, anti-tank weapons and
bomb shelters. Nowadays, there is numerous machineries prepared to perform these tasks faster
than with picks and shovels, although the latter are still widely used (Figure 4).

Figure 4. BTM-3 Trench Russian excavator. Source: Military Today

Figure 5. Zig zag trenches (Ukraine). Source: Cosas Militares

In rainy environments, the trenches should have both linings on the sides and on the ground; as well
as drains to avoid general muddying. Defensively speaking, they must also be projected taking into
account that some positions must be able to cover others by carrying out crossfire. This is achieved,
for example, by placing two machine gun nests close to each other, in turn covered with a nearby
mortar position.
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In addition, in the trenches, or in key positions, bunkers may be installed. Nowadays they are
normally made of reinforced concrete, either manufactured on site or precast and installed on the
ground with a crane truck, covering it with earth.

Artillery, self-propelled artillery, and tanks are positioned behind. They are protected with compacted
earth front ramps, oriented in different positions to allow the armoured vehicle to move from one to
the other and not offer an excessively static target (Figure 6). The ramps protect the hull of the tanks
and the gunners. These positions must make it possible to cover the front effectively and must also
allow defending against attacks from the rear in case of an emergency.

Figure 6. Tank in a defensive position. Source: Farion

Of course, these defences must be adapted to the terrain, taking advantage of the tactical benefits
offered by rivers, hills, and mountainous terrain. For example, occupying the heights is essential for
detecting the enemy earlier, as it allows the radar to detect better, and it avoids attacks from higher
positions. The rivers, for their part, are extraordinary defences that prevent the passage of heavy
enemy material and force them to undertake extremely risky amphibious assaults operations with
pontoons and boats.

Cities can also be used as key points in fortified lines, because, even if they are badly damaged, they
offer very high defensive possibilities as they are made up of streets (which prevent the enemy from
fully deploying) and multi-storey buildings that can be converted into forts themselves.

Finally, we are going to look at a special defensive setup that can be integrated into fortified lines.
This is the defensive position of a Soviet armoured company, which is currently being used in Ukraine.
The circles represent minefields, the orange diamonds are tanks, and the pentagons are infantry
support vehicles. Dashed lines show alternative positions.
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Figure 7. Soviet defensive position scheme (Cold War). Source: Cosas Militares

Regarding its strategic relevance, it can be seen that the fortified lines are still essential elements in
the current war since they have been widely used in the most recent conflicts, such as the war in
Ukraine or in Armenia. Its main disadvantages are three: the first is that it is not an insurmountable
barrier, it is necessary to have reserve troops that act as firemen in the place where the enemy
assaults the line. The second is that it consumes a large amount of economic resources in its
construction, and the third is that, once broken at a single point, the rest becomes useless, and the
entire investment is lost. However, they have a key advantage: a fortified line is much easier to
defend than to attack, fewer or less well-instructed armies can stop more superior ones. To carry out
a successful attack, the enemy should concentrate, at least, forces in a ratio of 3 to 1 in relation to the
defenders and they must be perfectly coordinated and supplied.

In conclusion, an attempt has been made to offer a brief vision of the current fortified lines, without
going into very technical construction data (which are different depending on the armies) or specific
defense systems (such as types of radars, drones or anti-tank missiles with their respective scopes
and capacities), while highlighting their full operability, effectiveness and necessity in current
conflicts.
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